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• Introduction
• Part I: Observation
• What is testing?
• Part II: Compare
• Part III: analysis
• Part IV: Coverage
• Part V: Testing story

Agenda for today



I will ask many 
difficult and critical 
questions (a.k.a. 
Socratic method). I ask 
them because it is 
important to fully 
understand the 
concepts we discuss 
today. Just say “pass” or 
“help me” if you don’t 
feel comfortable. 



Install software

RedNotebook
http://rednotebook.sourceforge.net/downloads.html



Introductory discussion…



Discuss:

• What is testing? 
• What do testers do?
• What makes testing exploratory?



First Exercise

• Make groups of 4
• Answer this question: 

“What do you do when you test?”
Name activities and skills

• Create a flipchart with your 
answers

Any Questions?



Definitions

• Activity:
a thing that a person or group does

• Skill:
the ability to do something well. 
Something Can be learned and 
practiced.





Definitions

• Activity:
a thing that a person or group does

• Skill:
the ability to do something well. 
Something Can be learned and practiced.

• Trait/characteristic:
your natural abilities. They are a part of 
who you are, what you do and why you do it.
Cannot be trained. But Can be encouraged or 
discouraged.



Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith



Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith



And Testers do too!

Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith



Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith



Part 1



18Exercise 1.1: observation
Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith



Exercise 1.2: observation

• Start Rednotebook
• Play with it, learn about the 

product, observe what happens
• Write down Ten things that you

noticed that could be important





What is testing?
What do testers 

do?



Testers	light	the	way

This	is	our	role.
We	see	things	for	what	they	are.

We	make	informed	 decisions	about	quality	possible,
because	we	think	critically	about	software.

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Testers	light	the	way:
the	risk	gap

What we know

What we need to 
know

Our	knowledge	of	the	status	of	the	product.

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Call	this	checking, not	testing

Observe Evaluate Report

Interact	with	the	
product	in	specific	
ways	to collect	
specific	observations.

Apply	algorithmic
decision	rules	to	
those	observations.

Report	any	
failed	checks.

means

operating	a	product	to	
check	specific	facts	

about	it…

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



A	Check	Has	Three	Elements

1. An	observation linked	to…
2. A	decision	rule such	that…
3. both	observation	and	decision	rule	can	be	applied	

algorithmically.	
A	check can	be	performed

by	a	human	who	has	been	
instructed	not to	think

(and	who	is	slow	and	variable)

by	a	machine
that	can’t think

(but	that	is	quick	and	precise)
Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Acquiring	the	competence,	motivation,	
and	credibility	for…

Testing	is…

creating	the	conditions	necessary	for…

…so	that	you	help	your	clients	to	make	
informed	decisions	about	risk.

evaluating	a	product	by	learning
about	it	through	experimentation,	which	includes	to	

some	degree:	questioning,	study,	modeling,	
observation	and	inference,	including…

operating	a	product	
to	check	specific	
facts	about	it…

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Test	Procedure
has	four	elements

• Configure
– (if	necessary)Obtain	product	for	testing
– (if	necessary) Install	on	a	platform.
– (if	necessary) Prepare	test	data	and	tools	for	test	execution.
– Assure	that	the	product	is	in	a	“clean	enough”	starting	state.

• Operate
– Control	the	product	and	platform	with	inputs	to	exercise	the	product.
– Cause	the	product	to	exercise	the	right	functions/states	in	the	right	

sequence	with	the	right	data.
• Observe

– Collect	information	about	how	the	product	behaves	(collect	both	direct	
and	indirect	output)	so	that	it	can	be	evaluated.

• Evaluate
– Apply	oracles	to	detect	bugs.

Addresses	a
motivating	question

Provides	a	clear
answer	to	the	question

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Testing’s	Mission	is	Focused	on	Learning
Testers	help	to	defend	the	value	of	the	product

by	learning on	behalf	of	our	clients.

execution discovery

investigation

learningreporting

design

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Part 2



Exercise 2: observe and compare

Observe, describe 
and compare two 

seemingly 
identical things: 
e.g. table, wall, 

chair ....

Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith







Exercise 3.1: 
survey session

33
Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith



Survey Testing

Any testing that has as its primary 
goal learning about the design, 
purposes, testability, and possibilities 
of the product. Survey testing tends 
to be open and playful. It provides a 
foundation for effective, efficient 
testing, later on. 

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Heuristics:		Generating	Solutions
Quickly	and	Inexpensively

• Heuristic	(adjective):
serving	to	discover	or	learn

• Heuristic	(noun):
a	fallible	method	for	solving	a	problem

or	making	a	decision

“Heuristic	reasoning	is	not	regarded	as	final	and	strict
but	as	provisional	and	plausible	only,	whose	purpose
is	to	discover	the	solution	to	the	present	problem.”

George	Polya,	How	to	Solve	It

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Concise Documentation

The	Cuff	Checklist
Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Plenty	of	Documentation
ISN’T	for	Everyone

Some	documentation	is	written	and	read	with
lots	of	information	missing,	for	use	by	trained	and	skilled	people.

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Want	to	cover	the	product?

§ Structure § Platform
§ Function § Operations
§ Data § Time
§ Interfaces

Remember:	“San	Francisco	Depot”
Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Exercise 3.2: survey session

• groups of 4, Work in pairs

• Open Rednotebook
• Do a survey session
• Use SFDIPOT
• Make notes
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Charter	Patterns:
Evolving	test	strategy

• Intake	Sessions	(Goal:	negotiate	mission)
“Interview	the	project	manager	about	testing	Xmind.”

• Survey	Sessions	(Goal:	learn	product)
“Familiarize	yourself	with	Xmind.”

• Setup	Sessions	(Goal:	create	testing	infrastructure)
“Develop	a	library	of	mindmaps for	testing	Xmind.”

• Analysis	Sessions	(Goal:	get	ideas	for	deep	coverage)
“Identify	the	primary	functions	of	Xmind.”	
“Construct	a	product	coverage	outline.”
“Brainstorm	test	ideas.”
“Prepare	a	state	model	for	state-based	testing.”	
“Perform	a	component	risk-analysis	to	guide	further	testing.”
“Discover	all	the	error	messages	in	Xmind.”



Charter	Patterns:
Evolving	test	strategy

• Deep	Coverage	Sessions	(Goal:	find	the	right	bugs)
“Perform	scenario	testing	based	on	the	scenario	playbook.”	
“Perform	a	tour	that	achieves	double-transition	state	coverage.”
“Perform	steeplechase	boundary	testing	on	the	major	data	items.”
“Test	each	error	message	in	Xmind.”
“Perform	a	function	tour	using	the	2300	node	mindmap.”

• Closure	Sessions	(Goal:	get	ready	to	release)
“Verify	the	latest	fixes.”
“Re-test	tutorial	with	the	latest	build.”
“Review	help	files	and	readme.”
“Go	over	deferred	bugs	with	Customer	Support	people.”
“Perform	clean-machine	install	test.”





Exercise 4: Deep coverage session

• groupS of 4, use Rednotebook
• Use your map from Ex. 
• Now TEST one specific part

of  RedNoteBook in detail:
Test the Format functionality

• Make notes!

3.2







Exercise 5.1: Travel History

Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith



Exercise 5.1: Travel History

• groupS of 4,Use your map from Ex. 

• Walk the route once more…
• Tell the others in your group

about what you have seen and
drawn, what did you leave out, 
the choices you made, what if you
had more time? 

3.1



Why storytelling?

Seven strategies of your brain:
1. Cohersion

Bron:	Echte	leiders	 hebben	een	goed	verhaal	– Astrid	Schutte	



Example

She went to the market.
Hella died.
Mark was hungry and crying.

Bron:	Echte	leiders	 hebben	een	goed	verhaal	– Astrid	Schutte	



Why storytelling?

Seven strategies of your brain:
1. Cohersion
2. Meaning
3. Purpose and motive

Bron:	Echte	leiders	 hebben	een	goed	verhaal	– Astrid	Schutte	



Example II
Sandra released a few squirrels loose. The plan 
failed when a dog drove them away. Then they
organized a party, but the guests didn’t took
along their Motorcycles. Moreover, she could not
put her stereo loud enough. The next day they
searched in vain for a voyeur in the Yellow Pages. 
Obscene phone calls gave her some hope that the
nummer had changed. The installation of a 
flickering neon sign across the street finally
brought success. Sandra framed the ad and it is on 
her wall now.

Bron: Echte leiders hebben een goed verhaal – Astrid Schutte 



Why storytelling?

Seven strategies of your brain:
1. Cohersion
2. Meaning
3. Purpose and motive
4. Fill in the gaps
5. Human perspective
6. Conflict
7. Rely on what is known

Bron: Echte leiders hebben een goed verhaal – Astrid Schutte 



Why storytelling?

• We understand stories faster and easier
• We remember stories better
• Stories convince more
• Stories motivate more
• Stories connect
• Stories provide grip
• Stories create manageable
• Stories influence

Bron:	Storypower	– Verhalen	die	organisatie	veranderen	– Annet	Scheringa



Stories about projects?

A story not only shows what is 
happening, but also how it happens
and why. Thereby it gives a 
narrative meaning to separate 
events.

Bron:	Zeven	manieren	om	succes	te	boeken	met	verhalen	- Sigrid	van	Iersel



What is a test report?
• A test report is any description, 

explanation, or justification of the
status of a test project.

• A comprehensive test report is all of 
those things together.

• A professional test report is one
competently, thoughtfully, and
ethically designed to serve your
clients in that context.

• A test report isn’t “just the facts.” 
It’s a story about facts.

Bron: Rapid Software Testen – James Bach & Michael Bolton



To	test	is	to	construct	three	stories

Level 1: A story about the status of the PRODUCT…
…about	how	it	failed,	and	how	it	might fail...
…in	ways	that	matter	to	your	various	clients.

Level 2: A story about HOW YOU TESTED it…
…how	you	configured,	operated	and	observed	it…
…about	what	you	haven’t	tested,	yet…
…and	won’t	test,	at	all…

Level 3: A story about the VALUE of the testing…
…what	the	risks	and	costs	of	testing	are…
…how	testable	(or	not)	the	product	is…
…things	that	make	testing	harder	or	slower…
…what	you	need	and	what	you	recommend…

Why	should	 I	be	pleased	
with	your	work?

Source:	Rapid	Software	Testing	– James	Bach	&	Michael	Bolton



Exercise 5.2: Testing Story

• groupS of 4
• Use your notes from earlier 

exercises What did you see? What 
have you tested? 

• Prepare a (written or oral) report 
on rednotebook

• Some groups report to class





Using the testing story

• Building a story during testing
• Status
• Wrap-up and debrief
• reporting
• Overview and insight





Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith



Source: Finish this book - Keri Smith



Source: how to be an explorer of the world - Keri Smith



Next steps…

• Practice, Practice, Practice!
– Note taking
– Alternate approaches: playful vs. 

Deliberative
– Focus and Defocus
– Creating test ideas fast
– Coverage reporting
– (Self) management

• Observe others test
• Observe yourself test





Lessons Learned?
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